
ForLawFirmsOnly.NET releases NEW No Risk
Mass Tort Lead Generation Program
MECHANICSBURG, PA, USA, October 14, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Linda Donnelly, President
and CEO of ForLawFirmsOnly.NET now has a NEW program delivering exclusive "Ready to
Litigate" leads for law firms that handle mass tort or class action lawsuits, ForLawFirmsOnly.NET
can connect you law firm to new clients that have signed HIPPA documents, HITECH documents
and also your retainer agreement. Obtaining solid cases might be the hardest task for a firm. The
ForLawFirmsOnly.NET ZERO RISK MASS TORT LEADS can make that a thing of the past.

Screened, highly qualified, mass tort clients provided to a law firm makes traditional lead
generation a thing of the past. The ForLawFirmsOnly.NET division focusing only on mass tort
lead generation for lawyers puts all its energy and marketing resources into getting the highest
quality mass tort leads for law firms. Unlike other services focusing on 10-15 different areas of
legal services, ForLawFirmsOnly.NET goes deep into generating mass tort leads. 

Exclusivity: Only one law firm receives each mass tort inquiry, minimizing the risk of a competitor
beating you to the punch. ForLawFirmsOnly.NET only works with one firm per mass tort type per
territory.

Transparency: With real time reporting, a firm can always see what's been delivered and who has
converted to a client for the firm.

Flexibility: ForLawFirmsOnly.NET limits the number of firms the company works with, cultivates
very solid client relationships and provides mass tort lead generation for lawyers who are going
to stay with the company for years to come. ForLawFirmsOnly.NET is very responsive and offers
small intro orders for mass tort leads with no contracts. The company's business model is to
provide quality mass tort leads so law firms will want to come back for more, not lock a firm into
a contract that makes it impossible for it to leave.

Engagement and conversion: Prospects search for lawyers or legal information, find a web
property, sponsored ad, social advert, or a TV ad and call a tracking number or complete a form
to Request a Free Consultation with a local law firm. The advertising is focused on Google Maps,
organic SEO (Google, Bing, Yahoo), Google Ads, Bing, and Facebook. Depending on the ideal
client profile, ForLawFirmsOnly.NET may turn to other, more productive platforms. Unlike other
mass tort ad agencies, the company has experience with a number of different ad platforms, so
the company uses the right one for the job. ForLawFirmsOnly.NET focuses on mobile marketing,
utilizing voice search, to capture some of the best and highest converting leads.

Quality Screening Process: The ForLawFirmsOnly.NET proven screening process removes the
invalid leads from the capture system. All plaintiff documents MUST be signed for the lead to be
sent to a firm. If the plaintiff does not sign all the documents, a firm is not sent the lead. No risk
to the firm means ZERO RISK MASS TORT LEADS. Once screened to ensure quality, a member of
our intake team walks a prospect through the process. The potential client will sign the firm's
retainer and HIPPA documents and HITECH release where appropriate.

Time is money. Spend it with only the most qualified prospects. ForLawFirmsOnly.NET provides
high quality leads in the following areas:  Monsanto Roundup,  Hernia Mesh Revision, 3M
Earplug, Surgical Staples, IVC Filter, Talcum Powder, Invokana, Xarelto, Taxotere, Essure, Abilify,
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Asbestos, Valsartan, Transvaginal Mesh, Uloric and Juul leads coming this week.

What ForLawFirmsOnly.NET can do for law firms:  Provide ZERO RISK MASS TORT LEADS that are
to ready go at a fixed price, provide vetted plaintiffs who have signed on the firm's dotted line,cut
marketing costs and expenses while boosting revenues.  We have our clients sign NDA's so
nobody will ever know where your leads are coming from.  Learn more about what
ForLawFirmsOnly.NET can do for your law firm by contacting us at (800) 587-0366 and talk to
Linda Donnelly (President and CEO)
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